
Many kinds of Numbers

We have seen many kinds of numbers" like natural numbers,

fractions and negative numbers; also various operations on
them like addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and

exponentiation.

The sum and product oftwo natural numbers is again a natural

number.

What about the difference?

Sometimes a natural number, or a negative number, or zero.

Natuml numben, their negatives and zero are collectively called

integen.

So, the sum, difference and product oftwo integers is again

an integer, isn't it?

What about the quotient?

The result of dividing an integer by another integer may not
always be ar.r integer; it can be a fraction.

A1
For example. j - 2. buL what about , ?

We can write, if we want

7 (2.3\.t 2,3 I ^ I

JJ'J'

What about ] Z We cannot do anything in particular

What about negative integers? For example

Collections of numbers

We have noted earlierthat numbers were
invented according to the needs of Man
at various periods of history. (The section,

Creation of numbers of the lesson,
NegatiYe Numbers in the Class 8

textbook). Such needs are sometimes
related to real life; or may be the need
of mathematics itself. (Recall negative
numbers)

Looking at numbers with special
properties as a single collection often
helps to understand their general
properties. For example, only when we
look at all natural numbers as a whole,
do we see their equidistant ordering, the
interweaving of odd and even numbers
and so on.

11'3
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Collection of rational numbets

The natural number right after I is 2, the

next one is 3 and so on. Thus the natural

numbers are ordered, with a distance of
exactly 1 between consecutive numbers.

What if we admit fractions also into this
collection? Which fraction can we sav

is nearest to I ?

As we order the natural numbers
I,2,3,. . ., can we order the fractions
between them also?

20

-22

22
I -j

Integers and fractions (positive or negative) are collectively
called r at i o nal numb er s.

In shod, "rational number" is the collective name for all
numbers we have seen so far.

Rationalform

Every fraction has a numerator and a denominator; for

inslance. the numerator of i is J and the denominator is 4.

What about -l ?)

We can write ! - ,: . and say thar the numerator is -3

and the denominator is 5.

1l
Or we can write i - -t . and say that the numerator is 3

and the denominator is -5.

So any fraction can be written in the form | , where:r andy

are integers.

Can we write an integer in this form?

For example

We can do it in several ways as

.-2 4-6-' l-2 3

So, any rational number (flaction or integer) can be written in

the lorm f , where x andy are integers.

.2-l
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Various forms

Each rational number can be written in the lorm j , whet" "
andy are integers, in various ways.

Forexample:

.-2 4 9_' 1-2-3
That is, by multiplying the numerator and denominator of a

rational number by the same integer, we can get another form
ofthe same rational number (The multiplier should not be zero,

thafs all).

ln the language ofalgebr4

, (.r, a non-zero integer)

Reversing this, we can also say that if the numerator and

denominator ofa rational number has any common factor,

then by removing this factor, we get a simpler form ofthe
same rational number.

For example,

l_?_1_
/4b

1_6 _e _
5 - l0 - 15 - '

oax

2x i{
2vy

xl+x
xz+x -

"(v+t) v+1
x(z+t) = 7i

w+v (x+t)r
i,i = (x+t),

t'-,t = (t*1Xt-1) 
= "o rxl xl

Now can't you simplift the expressiors below?

x-+2x
x+1.

_v
z

xu+ yu

' xv+ yv

Number density

Can you say some fractions between
zero and one? That is, larger than zero

and smaller than one-

tl
We have manv like i - *.'zJ
23 4
a'4'5'...

1

4' Or like

ltj r 1 isn't it? Can you find a fracrion

betr,reen these? Look al lhis rrick:

First write

l2
5: 6'

and then note that

Now suppose we write

131
a= e'a

Then we can see that

And this gives two fractions between l

ad |"

Can you similarly find six fractions be-

r*e"n I una ju

t2
t=4

222
6'5 -4

3
6

33 3 3gtEtjt6

lzr



Addition and multiplication

2 + 2 and2. 2 both gire4. Similarll.

.19r"r= )

'"1=Z
And again

416

4.1=+J1

Can you continue the pattern?

Try to find a general algebraic form of
such pairs. Using it, you can also see why
this happens.

Can you find pairs like this, for which
the difference and product are equal?

x2+xy
y2+ry

) ..2

x-y

x3 -r
x+ I

kr all the forms of

in all the forms of

then we can find

3x +6
x+2

4x2 -9
2x -3

2x2 +6x
5xy +l5y

Addition and subtraction

Remember how we find the sum of two fiactions?

For example, how ao we find I + I f

From the various forms of I and I , we must choose a pair

with the same denominator, right?

I , the denominator is a multiple of 3 ; and

I , the denominator is a multiple of 5 .

So, fiom the various forms of ] and ] , if we want ones with

the same denominatol then the denominator must be a
multiple ofboth 3 and 5.

3 x 5 - 15 itself is a multiple of 3 and 5.

Thus. ifwe write

2

1:
5

lr)
3"5

1x3
5x3

_ l0
15

_3
t5

2 I 10 3 13

I -5=15 15-i5

How do we write such an addition in algebra?

To find f, + f , first make the denominator ofeach equal to

bq.
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a 4]4 SS
6=bxq=bq

pp4bp
q - q'b - bq

From these, we see that

a p aq - bp aq-bp
b,q'bq bq- bq

Like this, we can also see that

a P aq -bP
bqbq

Let's look at some examples:

. ", y -x2 _f2 x2 -y2
Y'x-xy )y xy

I I v r x,y
xlxyxyxy

_x I

' ; x-r x(x r I) x(x+l)

I xv I -rv,l
"- v y - v - v

I= ;r(x+1)

Can'tyou do the following problems like this?

. L- I .Yx

.Lir.
x 1 ir+1

Ilr+
,rr

2+3
2x+l 7x 1

1

r+l

11
x!

.ll+ x

x
x-l

1l
x+2 x-2

t fhen the sum is one

There are several pairs of fractions

with sum I .

tl _t22

12

13
4'4

14
55

2i
))

And this can be continued. Is there any
relation between such pairs and the pairs

seen earlier, for which the sum and
product are equal?

Why is this?



Multiplication and division

Multiplication and division ofliactions are a bit easier, right?

252x5 10
I " 7 - 3.7 2t

2 5 27 2x7 14j n 7 J t : = l"s 15

Such operations we have seen in Class 6.

In the language ofalgebra,

ap. b" q=

aPa
h' q - b'

Let's look at some examples also:

gp
bq

ssq
pDp

x * x+1 x(;r+t) x2 +x
! y+1 r(t+l)- f+t

1 x+l jt y+1
Y Y+l ./ x+l

xuT"t

'(r+1) _ -ry + -x

r(x+r) xY+Y

xxu xu
- lxv v

u

u

xlrx .x+t

xv
u

x2
-n+1

_ jrxJ
tx(x+1)

Nowtry these problems on your own:

XXa-,.,r
^f 

I t r

xa xx .t(-l

Equal fractions

ILa.+1 ,Y+l y- |

,tr. I+ ---II

Practice and theory

The algebraic form of the addition of
fractions is

This is not very easy. Why is this so?

Mathematical theories of numbers arise

from the situations in which they are used

(not the otherway around). For example,

lllt u,e Joln a 2 metre strrng and a l
metre string end to end, what would be

the total length?

tl- metre means lhree i metres andlo
I

metre means two . metres.
o

lla3
Lllll
66666

Joined end to end. they gire five

s
metres: that is- I metre. Thus

o

The general rule for addition arises from
situations such as these.

a p aq+bp
h s- bq

I
3

I
6

115
). 1 6'

24i

How do we check whether two fractions are equal?



For example, how do we check whether *X and frar.
different forms ofthe same fraction?

One method is to reduce each to the lowest tems. For

that, the common factors in the numerator and denomi-

nator should be removed in each.

36_ 2xl8 _18 2x9,9 3x3
48 - 2x24 - 24 - 2xl2 - 12 3x4

42 2x21 21 _ 7x3 _ I
56 - 2x28 - 28 7x4 4

What do we see from this?

36 _42
48-56

This method is not easy to apply if the numerator and

denominator are large. For examp'. 
'" l3; ^a 

jl) .tn"
common factors of the numerator and denominator are not
easily got as in the first example.

Let's think in algebraic terms. Suppose

Here f, and f are different forms of the same number (like

I ""a I Anumber divided by itself is 1, right?

divided by should be 1 .

That is,

This means

aQ _t
bp

Ifa quotient is 1, then the dividing number and the divided
number should be equal. So, here we get

llotionql l{umbors

An innocent question

Little brother, studying in Class 6 asks,

l)rrlead:ler svs r and I are the same.

Taking one candy flom two and two from
four are not the same. I get only one
candy in the first case."

What is your answer?

=4

p
q

^a5c'-;

aP
b- (t

ct =P
b q -'

a4
t ' p -I

aq=bP



Alother question

An exam paper has two pafis I and -8,

two questions in part A and three
questions in B. A candidate answered
only one question from each part. Is it

corect to say that he answe."d ; * I

= i ofthe questions?

Now on the other hand, suppose four numbers q b, c ard, d
are such that aq = bp

IfwealsohaveD+ 0 arrd,q + 0 ,thenby reversing the

arguments usedjust noq we would get f = f . So,

what do we see here?

For the numbers a, b, p, S, 1f t = fi, tn"n

aQ = bp On the other hand if aq = 6p and also

b+0,q*Othenf,:fi.

So to know wheth"r ffi atra ffi *" "quuJ,*e 
need only

check whether the products 187 x241 and 209 x 221 are
equal. We can do this either by hand or use a calculator:

Thus we see that

187 x247 = 46189

209 x221 - 46189.

181 _ 221
209 247

We can also note another thing. Suppose

a_P
bq

From this, we get

oq=bP

and so

This can be written

This gives

aa

6=t

q-q 
rp" b-'

,lb
p- q

ab
pq

which intum means



Thus we see that,

Botionol Numbers

ff"F; 
,*,rr rumbers a, b, p, q, ,f f, - fi , rn*fi :!

For example, liom

187 _ 221
209 241 '

seen earlier, we also get

187 _ ?92
221 - 247

Let's do some problems using these ideas.

x ) 4x +2v. .. - l . r.rhat is .-. il ?.v J J^-Ly

]t1
From ; - i.*" get 3r - 2v. We also have 2y in the

numerator and denominator ofthe fraction to be evaluated.

These we can replace by 3x.

4x+2y 4x+3x Ix
5x-2v = s*l" - ," =

-- x 1 2r+4v. Il i - 
'. 

what is -6r_; ?

Here also, we can start by writing 5x = 3/; but then there is no

3y in the fraction to be evaluated, and so we cannot use

5x = 3), directly, as in the first example. Let's look at another

method.

- .x I ;r v-From ] - !.weget j 
r,.fhismeansthefractions 

l
and { are different forms of the same number. So, we can

denote them both by the same letter" If we *rite z for both,
then

,xJT=JX J=JZ

Comparison

To check whether f and f are equal,

we need only see whether the products
aq and bp are equal. If the numbers
involved are allpositive, then this method

can also be used to see which is larger
and which is smalier

We can write

In two positive fractions with the same

denominator, the one with the larger
numerator is the larger number.

So, if a4>6pthen f> f, and if aq<tp

tnen t< ;.

741 )11
Now which is larger. r ji or Irj ?

o_!! L bp

6- bq'q- bq

i 27',



Numerator and denominator

In comparing two quantities, we can use

fractions to see what part ofthe larger

is the smaller (and how many times the

larger is that ofthe smaller).

Look at these pictures:

ln all these rectangles. breadrh is ]of
length. (We can also say that length is

lIj times the breadth.) Note that

3 30 2
4J= 45 = 3

and

42
6=3

In general, in all the different forms

4 6 8 _)
a. 6. rl . oi ; the numeralor is

)
i part ol the denominator (and lhe

I

denominator is I , limes the numeralor).

E
3cm

4.5 cm

E
(\

E

and

_v
!-5xt=52

So, we get

2x+4y
6t y=

262 26

. Proverhal it i - r.thr"Z:bo - ?X

^aPablrom, = ---wepet -: ="-"'b tt- ---- p q

As in the last problem, if we denote the different forms f,
h

and I of the same number by the single letter [. then we get

aa- p

,bo= q

xP=kP

xq=kq

and so

a+b kp+kq lLry) r)+q
, b= kp tco= *(t_+)- r o

Now try these problems on your own:

. ff ; - l.thenwhatis 
t', 

|tr.,

. Provethatif] = itt',""ffi- ffi. wtrt'i.
be true if we use some other numbers instead of 2, 5,

4 altd 6?

. Proverhar tt; i rheneachisequatroj;l?i 
't

this true for other numbers. instead of 2 and 5?
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Decimal Forms:

Do you remember how fractions with denominator a power

of 10, such as 10, 100, 1000 and so on, can be expressed as

a decimal?

For example,

1

10

23
10

39
100

- 0.1

= 2.3

- 0.119

Some fractions with denominator not a power of 10 can be

expressed as decimals by converting the denominator to a

power of 10.

For example,

0.5

=to!=ot

15- too ="'

ffi=o.rzs

Decimal forms express lractions as sums of powers ol ,l .

just as we write natural numbers as sums ofpowers of 10.

For example,

243=(2x 100) + (4 x 10)+3

!-n,r.- I 2 5
100 1000

Can we write every fraction like this?

First let's look at a fiaction which can be so expressed:

I
a-

How do we get this?

15
2 = 10 -

4
5

3

4

1

8=

125
to*too-tooo

Fractions and ratios

In the three rectangles seen earlier, we
can say that the ratio ofbreadth to length
is2:3.

Now look at these pictures:

6cm 3cm

We can say that in each of these
/1

lriangles. the shortest side is 5 of the

next longer side and that the shorlest side

1
is i ofthe longest side.

It is more convenient to say that in all
these triangles, the sides are in the ratio
4:5 :6.

12 cm

t2g



'Without ftactions

I

Hou do we say ; metre u ithout a

fraction?

I
We har.e seen that 

l0- 
metre is called a

decimetre, in Class 5 (the section,
Measures oflength, ofthe lesson Fractions

I
in Place). So, . metre is 5 decimetres.

1

What about 4 metre? Hall ol 5

l
decimetres or 2 ) decimetres. Hou do

we remove fractlons here?

I

One cenlimelre is ,n ol a decimelre

I
(that is t00 ofa metre).

I

So- 2 , decimetre> is 25 centimetres.

3ol

21200]t20
so=loo" 80 = too's

and the * in this as
d

20 
",48 - '',8

11
-Frst,let's wnte 8 usrng 10.

I 1 10
8 l0 " 8

ln
Now we write the f, in tbis as

l0 2
8-'-8

Then we get

I I t, 2\ I 2
8 - t0 \ tt I 8,= l0 80

Next we write

Then we get

* = rt *,*r{z* f )
L24= to + too+ 8oo-

Next we wdte

414000 140
800 t000

40_.
8-

so that we get

ttl\ '- - tt.t258 l0 100 1000 - '
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This process is usually given in the shortened form shown

below:

0.125

8 | r.0

8

We must note another point in this. The number *! = 0.1 that

we get in the first step ofthis process is *? lessthan I. The

,r,r-ber fr * ,*2 =o.tz isonlyr*4 lessthan j.rrrort6"

numbers got at every stage comes closer and closer to { .

Finally we get the number ,! * ,*Z * ,o*a -0.125, which

is the decimal number actually equal to { .

Nowtry writing fr as a decimal.

Not all fractions can be expressed as a decimal like this. For

example, consider l. No multiple of 3 is a power of 10.

(Why?) So, in all the various forms of I , none will have a

power of 10 as denominator.

Still. r.r e can try on j . th. tri.k *e used 1o wrire I as a

decimal and see what happens. First we write

1 1 10
3 = l0 ' t

in it as

"1

20

16

40

40

10
3

10

Lengths a.rrd decimals

I

How do ue urite i metre without a

fraction, using a smaller unit oflength?

First let's try decimetres. I metre is f;
t

decimetres: that is I ; decimetres.

Then we can convert the f, decimetre

to centimetres. This gives f
centimetres which means 21-8
centimetres.

l
Next we convert rhe ; cenlimetre lo

,7n
millimetres as f 5 millirnetres.

I

Thus i metre is equal to I dec imetre.

2 centimetres and Smillimetres; that is

125 millimetres,

and then write the



Unending measurements

1

Can r.r e write j mere without liactionl

If we use decimetres, this becomes f
^t.^l= Jj dectmetres. ll 3declmelre IS

. l0 ,lchanged to centrmetres. \ egelT =JJ

centimetres. And if we change
I

, centimetre to millimetres. we agail get

10 ^ I
I = jJ mllllmetres.

l
Thus ., metre is 3 decimetres. J

centimetres, 3 millimetres and l
millimetre more: that is 333 ]
millimetres.

What if we use micrometre, which is

fr of a millimetre? It becomes

^^^^^^ 1
J J 11J 1: mlCfomeTreq

J

Does this ever end ifwe divide into ten
equal parts again and again?

rrl
Thus. ,o =0.l.is lb lessthan ,.

tl
3 -03 lb

What if we continue? We can write

I I 100 1 10
30-toot30=1ootl

and use

again, to get

1_
30-

So, we can write

' 1_ 3

3 l0

From this we furd

1 .Llr*]) I L
I - 10l'- lJ - l0 - t0

I0 ^ I' . -J+ iJJ

I f,*1') r l
r oo[" ].,J = roo + :oo

,1 3- 3 , 1' l0 - 10 100 300

| (3' 3 
1

I ltO t00l - J00

That is,

rlj 0.3 r - loo

Continuing this, we get

rl
, _ 0.133 ,ooo

rlj - 0.lJJ3 :oooo

rlj 0.3311 = 300b00

and so on.

In other words, we get decimals closer and closerto I . But

the process will never end; and we will never get a decimal

,, ,. I
acruarty equal to j .

This fact we write in shortened lorm as

] - o.:::...



0.333...

This procedure can also be presented in a shorter form as

before:

How about doing this way?

0.4545...

llotionol Numbcrs

Heximals?

In cricket, 6 balls bowled make an over.
And 2 overs and I ball is often wriflen

2.1 orers. This means 2 overs and ] of

l
an over (not 

l0-of an o\er). So- here2.l

is not a decimal representation. (We have
noted in Class 5 that it may be called a
heximal).

So, what does 2.2 overs mean?

))r
2 overs and i of an orer. Aut i - j .

I

J hus in heximal srslem. I has rhe lorm

0.2, not a never ending form as in the
decimal system.

l0

9

l0

9

5

1l

ul;
44

60

'55

5

11 - 0.4545...

What does this mean?

The fractions whose decimal forms are 0.4,0.45,0.454,

0.4545.. .. getcloserand closerto 
,5, 

.

Here the repetition is in pairs of4 and 5. Like this, we also

see that

fi = o.t+st+tr+t . . .

where the triple 1,4,8 repeat. (Tryit!)

50

44

60

55

lss



Two forms

What does 0.4999... mean?

We have

45111
""-ro ro-lo z-lo

49 50 ll I
"*-- loo - loo loo - 2 loo

4qq 500
n /oo - --i:-: _ -:--:-:1000 1000

2 1000

Thus the numbers 0.4,0.49,0.499,
0.4999 and so on, get closer and closer

l^to .. So, according to our extended

meiring of decimals,

I

0.4q99 ... =1

l
Recall that ; has the decimal lorm 0.5

also.

So, what does 0.999 . . . mean?

1- 1000

We have also decimal forms like

_L

6

5

I2

5

24

0.1666...

041666...

0.208333...

where the repetition starts after some non-repeating digits.

Now try writing the following ftactions as decimals.

1
9

2
9

1
7

1

11

2
11

I
12

Ii:.,ii


